One evening, my friends and I go into the large department store to hide one night. We saw that no anyone there then we came out.

We went to the fashion part of the department store, but it was strange, all mobile dolls can move and all catch us. Luckily, we ran out. Then, we went to the Toys part of the department store, all toys will move too. Cars will move, Batmans will come out to fight with peoples, the planes will fight as it was very terrible.

Then we went to the Art part, the houses in the pictures will come out, the people also, the dolls will fight. Unluckily, they saw us, then we ran very fast, but the dolls still ran to us. We ran to a room, the dolls still hit the door, knock the door. We saw us are in the books part, then the books throw to us, it likes a people throw the books to us, but we can't see anyone in this room. The dolls still hit the door and knock the door. We are thinking how can we get out, but we can't go any where, because we only have one door to get out. The door is going to open,

Suddenly, the dolls stop, hit the door. Then we open the door slowly, there was no one. We saw throw the window it was morning. Then we know that's the goods will at night to
come out. But at morning they will like still. That's why the goods will come out at night.

But we don't want to go to that department store anymore.